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Behavioral	paradigm	used	in	the	scanner	

In	the	card‐guessing	paradigm	implemented	here,	participants	were	required	to	

guess,	through	a	button	press,	whether	a	card	with	a	possible	value	of	1‐9	

(excluding	5)	would	be	lower	or	higher	than	5.	Depending	on	the	trial	type	and	

their	guess,	participants	could	win	£1	($1.6),	lose	50	pence	(80	cents)	or	stay	the	

same	regarding	their	total	winnings.	During	each	trial,	participants	had	four	

seconds	to	guess,	after	which	the	trial	type	was	revealed:	potential	reward	

(indicated	by	an	upwards	pointing	arrow)	or	potential	loss	(downwards	pointing	

arrow).	This	anticipation	period	lasted	8,	10	or	12	seconds;	and	was	immediately	

followed	by	the	“actual”	numeric	value	of	the	card	(500msec)	and	the	outcome	(a	

green	upward‐facing	arrow	for	win,	a	red	downward‐facing	arrow	for	loss,	or	a	

yellow	circle	for	neutral	feedback;	500msec).	Finally,	a	crosshair	separated	the	

trial	from	the	next;	this	was	presented	for	11,	9	or	7	seconds	depending	on	the	

length	of	the	anticipation	phase,	so	that	all	trials	had	the	same	total	duration	of	

24	seconds	(see	supplementary	Figure	1).	Trials	were	presented	in	

pseudorandom	order	with	predetermined	outcomes.	The	task	included	a	total	of	

24	trials:	12	anticipation	of	potential	reward	(leading	to	6	actual	reward	and	6	

non‐reward/	“disappointment”	trials),	and	12	anticipation	of	potential	loss	trials	

(leading	to	6	actual	loss,	and	6	non‐loss/“relief”	trials).	The	participants	were	

unaware	of	the	fixed	outcome	probabilities	and,	despite	the	fact	that	they	did	not	

obtain	any	additional	monetary	reward	for	correct	performance	on	the	task,	they	

were	encouraged	to	perform	as	well	as	possible.	The	whole	task	lasted	for	9	½	

minutes.	
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Figure	1	

	

	
MRI	data	acquisition	and	pre‐processing	

During	task	performance,	272	brain	volumes	of	35	slices	(3.2mm	thick	and	AC‐

PC	orientated)	were	acquired	interleaved	through	Gradient‐echo	echoplanar	

images	using	a	3T	General	Electric	HDx	MRI	Scanner(TR=2s;TE=35msec,	flip	

angle=900;	FOV=205mm;	in‐plane	resolution=64x64;	voxel	size=3.2mm	

isotropic).	Each	run	started	with	4	dummy	scans	to	set	longitudinal	

magnetization	into	steady	state.	

	

For	co‐registration	of	fMRI	data	into	standard	space	and	measurement	of	striatal	

volume,	a	3D	FSPGR	image	was	obtained	for	each	participant(TR=7.9msec;	

TE=3.0msec;	inversion	time=450msec;	flip	angle=200;	acquisition	

matrix=256(AP)x192(LR)x172(SI),	1mm	isotropic	voxels).	Registration	of	fMRI	

data	was	optimized	using	high‐resolution	field‐maps.	
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fMRI	data	were	pre‐processed	using	the	following	steps:	motion	correction	using	

MCFLIRT(1);	non‐brain	removal	using	BET(2);	spatial	smoothing	using	a	

Gaussian	kernel	of	FWHM	5mm;	grand‐mean	intensity	normalization	of	the	

entire	4D	dataset;	highpass	temporal	filtering	of	frequencies>0.02Hz;	and	

registration	to	individual	T1	anatomical	images	using	FLIRT(3).		

	

	

	

Structural	(volumetric)	MRI	analysis		

Structural	 MRI	 analysis	 was	 conducted	 using	 the	 fully‐automated	 and	 widely	

validated	 Freesurfer	 image	 analysis	 suite	 (version	 v	 4.4.0)	

(http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu).	The	sophisticated	segmentation	process	in	

Freesurfer	 provides	 anatomically	 accurate	 measurements	 of	 regional	 brain	

volumes	 that	 are	 superior	 to	 voxel‐based	 morphometry	 and	 have	 similar	

advantages	 to	manual	ROI	 tracing,	but	without	the	potential	 for	rater	bias.	The	

technical	details	of	these	procedures	are	described	in	prior	publications	(4‐15).	

Briefly,	 this	 processing	 includes	 motion	 correction	 of	 volumetric	 T1	 weighted	

images,	 removal	 of	 non‐brain	 tissue	 using	 a	 hybrid	 watershed/surface	

deformation	procedure	(16),	automated	Talairach	transformation,	segmentation	

of	 the	 subcortical	 white	 matter	 and	 deep	 gray	 matter	 volumetric	 structures	

(including	hippocampus,	amygdala,	caudate,	putamen,	ventricles)(8,9),	intensity	

normalization	 (17),	 tessellation	 of	 the	 gray	 matter	 white	 matter	 boundary,	

automated	 topology	 correction	 (7,16),	 and	 surface	 deformation	 following	

intensity	 gradients	 to	 optimally	 place	 the	 gray/white	 and	 gray/cerebrospinal	
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fluid	 borders	 at	 the	 location	 where	 the	 greatest	 shift	 in	 intensity	 defines	 the	

transition	to	the	other	tissue	class	(4‐6)	.	Brain	volumes	in	our	striatal	ROIs	(left	

and	 right	 putamen	 and	 nucleus	 accumbens)	were	 automatically	 generated	 for	

each	 subject	 following	 the	 subcortical	 segmentation	process.	We	 examined	 the	

putamen	 and	 nucleus	 accumbens	 segmentations	 as	 these	 showed	 the	 greatest	

overlap	with	the	VS	ROI	used	 in	the	 fMRI	analysis.	Quality	control	checks	were	

conducted	by	visual	verification	of	segmentation	and	alignment	for	each	subject,	

and	 as	 a	 final	 check,	 we	 searched	 for	 and	 excluded	 any	 extreme	 outliers	 in	

regional	volume	measures	in	our	striatal	ROIs	(there	were	none).	

	
	
Full	ANOVA	and	analysis	of	BOLD	responses	during	punishment	anticipation		

The	region‐of‐interest	analysis	centered	in	the	ventral	striatum	showed	a	

significant	group	x	condition	(reward	anticipation	v.	punishment	

anticipation)	interaction	(F(2,47)=3.98,	p=0.025).We	therefore	report	here	

the	results,	both	from	an	ROI	analysis	centered	in	the	ventral	striatum	and	

whole	brain	analysis,	of	the	initial	2	seconds	of	the	punishment	

anticipation	period.		However,	since	we	had	no	a‐priori	hypotheses	

regarding	these	analyses,	these	represent	exploratory	analyses	only.	The	

ROI	analysis	for	punishment	anticipation	showed	reduced	ventral‐striatal	

activity	for	bipolar‐II	compared	to	bipolar‐I	(p<.05;41voxels)	and	to	

healthy	controls(p<.05;73	voxels),		and	no	differences	in	ventral‐striatal	

activity	between	bipolar‐I	and	healthy	controls.	These	findings,	together	

with	our	main	findings	regarding	between‐group	differences	in	ventral‐

striatal	activity	to	reward	anticipation,	indicate	that	the	above	group	x	

condition	interaction	observed	in	the	ventral‐striatum	resulted	from	
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significantly	greater	ventral‐striatal	activity	to	reward	anticipation,	and	

significantly	reduced	ventral‐striatal	activity	to	punishment	anticipation,	

in	bipolar‐II	v.	other	groups	(supplementary	Figure	2).	

The	whole	brain	analysis	showed	reduced	activity	in	bipolar‐II	participants	

compared	to	controls	in	the	left	anterior	insula	(x=‐42,	y=‐12,	z=6;	Z=2.93,	

p<.05	corrected)	extending	into	the	caudate,	the	left	ventrolateral	

prefrontal	cortex	(BA47;	x=‐46,y=30,z=2;	Z=3.06,	p<.05	corrected),	and	the	

left	superior	temporal	cortex	(BA41;	x=‐52,	y=‐20,	z=8;	Z=2.94,	p<.05	

corrected)	during	punishment	anticipation	(supplementary	Figure	2).	

	
Figure	2	
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Figure	Legends	
	
Supplementary	Figure	1.	Event‐related	card	guessing	paradigm.	This	figure	

depicts	one	trial	corresponding	to	‘potential	reward’.	Participants	made	their	

guess	of	“higher	or	lower	than	5”	by	pressing	with	either	the	index	or	middle	

finger	during	the	presentation	of	the	question	mark.	The	anticipation	period	

corresponds	to	the	presentation	of	shuffling	cards	with	an	arrow	pointing	

upwards	(potentially	winning	trial).	The	actual	value	of	the	card	(slide	with	a	

number	between	1‐9	excluding	5)	and	the	green	arrow	pointing	upwards	taken	

together	correspond	to	the	outcome	phase	(in	this	case	indicating	win)	and	

totalling	one	second	presentation.	A	fixation	crosshair	was	presented	at	the	end	

of	each	trial	and	was	modelled	as	the	baseline.	The	numbers	under	each	slide	

indicate	the	time	in	seconds	for	each	event	within	the	trial.	The	anticipation	

period	had	a	duration	of	8,	10	or	12	seconds,	associated	with	a	crosshair	period	

of	11,	9	or	7	seconds	respectively,	resulting	in	a	total	duration	of	24	seconds	for	

each	trial.	The	MRI	acquisition	was	time‐locked	(TR=	2	seconds)	to	the	beginning	

of	each	trial.	

	

Supplementary	Figure	2.	Group	differences	in	(a)	ventral‐striatal	activity		

(blue:	healthy	controls	>	bipolar‐II;	red:	bipolar‐I	>	bipolar‐II)	and	(b)	left	

ventrolateral	prefrontal	cortex,	anterior	insula,	caudate	and	superior	

temporal	cortex	(healthy	controls	>	bipolar‐II),	during	the	initial	2	seconds	

of	the	anticipation	of	punishment	period.	
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